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PLAGIARISM POLICY
It is mandatory for students pursuing M.Phil and PhD degrees in various departments of Gulbarga
University to check origi nality of research work before i t is submitted using authenticated anti -plagiarism
Software.
Guidelines for submi tting soft copy of the doctoral theses for checking with plagiarism software to the
Research Scholars and Research Guides are:
1.

Soft copy of the doctoral theses (preferably in CD-ROM/ DVD) covering all the chapters including
bibliography/references has to be submitted in a single MS -word or PDF file, excluding
preliminary pages: declaration, acknowledgement, abstract, list of charts and abbreviations, table
of contents etc and succeeding pages: glossary, index, questionnai re etc.

2.

At present, the library facilitates access to anti-pl agiarism software’s “URKUND” to the Res earch
Scholars and Res earch Guides, which is provided by UGC INFLIBNET. Earlier Turnitin/
Ithenticate anti-plagiarism software’s were provided to the university. The time taken to check
plagiarism to detect similarity index will be around 24 hour’s time.

3.

It is the res ponsibility on the part of Research Scholar and the Research Guide to go through the
identified similar content (plagiarized) and take appropriate m easures to ensure originality of
the res earch output.

4.

The limit for plagiarism is up-to 30% of similarity index for doctoral thesis and in case the
percentage of similar content detected is beyond 30 percent, then the Research Scholars and the
Research Guide has to revise and resubmit the theses for plagi arism checking.

5.

Articles published by the res earcher as part of the Thesis work and is showing in the plagiarized
report may be omitted subject to the production of ori ginal article by the researcher an d the
concerned research guide.

6.

The report of plagiarism check will be sent to the concerned Res earch scholars email ID and also
his/ her Guide.

7.

Formal letter in the prescribed format from the Res earch Guide is necessary to carry out
plagiarism checking.
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